
Nixon Through Present 
Unit 9- Chapters 24-26 

Nixon, Ford, Carter, Reagan, GHW Bush, Clinton, GW Bush, Obama, Trump 
New _______________________ 

Nixon wanted to ____________________ size of federal government 

Great Society programs gave govt. too much responsibility. 

Wanted to overhaul _________________ programs (Medicare, Medicaid, Social Security) 

New Federalism- Distribute some federal power back to state governments 

Revenue sharing- state and local government could spend federal money as they wanted within limits 

_________________________ 

Nixon wanted to appeal to Southern voters unhappy with ______________________ 

White Southerners had supported Democratic Party since __________________ 

Many left because it had become too liberal (Great Society, civil rights) 

Nixon attempted to slow integration in Southern schools.    

_______________________ (1971) 

____________________________________- Supreme Court ruled that districts may bus students to other school  

to end all-black or all-white schools 

Opposed by Nixon 

Economic Problems 

________________- a combination of high ____________ and high _______________ 

High cost of Vietnam War and Great Society (______________________) led to inflation. 

Increase in workers (women, immigrants, baby boomers) led to unemployment 

_____________ (Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries) cut off oil sales to US because of its support of Israel.   

Nixon’s Foreign Policy 

Wanted to improve relationship with China and Soviet Union 

_________________- Foreign policy should be based on consideration of power, not a country’s ideals or moral principles. 

It didn’t matter if a country was communist if it was small and weak. 

____________________- a flexible policy of dealing with Communist countries- aimed at easing Cold War tensions 

Nixon and China  

US did not recognize the Communist government of China 

Nixon wanted to “___________________” relations with China 

China and Soviet Union had split over differences. 

Nixon visited China in ______________.   

Opened up _________________ and _________________ relations 

 

 



Nixon and Soviet Union 

Visited Soviet Union in ______________ 

_____________________ Treaty- limited the number of intercontinental ballistic missiles and submarine-launched missiles 

Helped lead to Nixon’s reelection later that year 

Watergate Scandal 

Nixon administration attempted to cover-up a burglary of Democratic National Committee headquarters 

Burglars wanted to photograph documents and place wiretaps on phones 

Nixon asked FBI to end its investigation into burglary 

CREEP paid the burglars off to remain silent 

Senate investigated and determined that Nixon was involved in the cover-up.  

___________________________ (Case) 

_______________________- the privilege, claimed by the president for the executive branch of the US government, of 

withholding information in the public interest 

The Special Prosecutor sought audiotapes recorded by Nixon in the Oval Office 

Nixon claimed executive privilege and released edited versions of the tapes   

Resignation of Nixon 

House Judiciary Committee brought charges of __________________, ________________, and contempt of  

Congress 

Nixon had refused to release tapes recorded in the Oval Office 

Nixon finally released tapes that showed he had known about the cover-up 

Resigned on August 8, 1974.   

Effects of Watergate 

25 members of Nixon administration were convicted 

Made people cynical about government 

Biggest scandal in Presidential history.  

_____________________ became President   

Gerald R. Ford 

Pardoned Nixon 

Wanted to end the scandal and move on 

WIN- “__________________________” urged Americans to cut back on oil and gas use to save energy 

Cut spending and encouraged Federal Reserve to raise interest rates 

Made recession worse 

 

 

 



 

________________________ Case 

1969- A Texas woman wanted to terminate an unwanted pregnancy.    

Could not afford to travel to another state 

Challenged anti-abortion laws as “Jane Roe” 

Supreme Court ruled 7-2 to strike down the Texas law 

Right to abortion implied by “_________________________” 

1st trimester- cannot ban abortion 

2nd trimester- can regulate abortion 

3rd trimester- can ban except when mother’s life is in danger 

 

  



Jimmy Carter 

• Won election of __________ (defeated Ford) 

• ________________________ was main issue 

 _____________________ placed a tax on gas-guzzling cars, extended tax credits for development of alternative energy 

 ______________________ (1978) 

•  Supreme Court ruled that racial “___________” in admissions are ____________________ 

•  UC Medical School reserved 16/100 seats for minorities.    

•  Allen Bakke (white guy) was denied admission despite having high test scores, GPA 

•  Sued alleging the policy violated the _____________________________ 

• Court ruled that race might be a factor in admissions but only if considered alongside other factors. 

 Economic Changes 

•  _________________________ jobs had been in decline  

•  More competition from foreign manufacturers 

•  Many ________________ jobs required more education 

•  ____________ industries were hardest hit 

 Carter and Civil Rights 

•  Appointed more ________________________ and women to federal positions than any previous administration 

•  Appointed ________________ ambassador to United Nations 

 Carter’s Foreign Policy 

• Focused on __________________ 

• Believed foreign policy should reflect a nation’s moral principles 

• “Our policy is based on an historical vision of America’s role. Our policy is derived from a larger view of global change. Our policy is rooted 

in our moral values, which never change. Our policy is reinforced by our material wealth and by our military power. Our policy is designed 

to serve mankind.” 

 Camp David Accords 

•  __________ (Jewish) and _________ (Arab) weren’t BFFs.   

•  Carter met with the two sides at presidential retreat in Camp David, Maryland 

•  Israel agreed to withdraw from Sinai Peninsula. 

•  Egypt agreed to recognize Israel’s right to exist as a country.   

 Iran Hostage Crisis 

•  Revolution in ______________ overthrew the Shah (a US ally) 

•  ____________________________ led rebels and established strict Islamic rule 

•  Carter allowed the Shah into US for cancer treatment.  

•  Revolutionaries got mad and seized hostages at US embassy in ____________. 



•  Carter refused to return the Shah to Iran 

•  Hostages were held for ____________ days 

 Environmental Movement 

•  ________________- 1962 book by biologist _________________ that warned against use of pesticides 

•  ________________- 1970 

•  Environmental Protection Agency- established by Nixon in 1970 to set and enforce pollution standards 

•  Clean Air Act- gave government authority to set air standards 

•  Endangered Species Act (1973) 

 _________________ River Fire (1969) 

•  Located near _______________, Ohio 

• Once one of the most polluted rivers in US  

• Caught fire 13 times since 1868. 

• Helped bring attention to need to clean up nation’s waterways 

• _____________________ (1972)- all rivers must be clean enough to allow swimmers and fish by 1983 

 Love Canal 

•  Located near _______________________ 

•  1940s-1950s- a chemical company dumped/buried toxic waste into an old canal 

•  By 1970s, waste was leaking into basements and backyards of nearby homes causing health problems 

• _____________________- govt. fund to pay for cleanup for hazardous waste sites 

 Three Mile Island (1979) 

•  Nuclear reactor overheated and released low-level radiation 

•  ___________________ people were evacuated 

•  Opponents used the incident to show dangers of nuclear power 

•  Led to better inspection and regulatory procedures at nuclear plants 

• Ban on new nuclear plants for nearly 20 years 

Ford, Carter, Economic Malaise  Crash Course #42 

1. The big story of the 1970s is ____________________, 25 years of broad economic expansion and prosperity came to a grinding halt in the 1970s, 

meaning that our party was over. 

2. In 1971, for the first time in the 20th century, America experienced an ____________________ deficit, importing more goods than it exported. 

3. So by 1970, competition led employers to either eliminate high-paying manufacturing jobs or else to increase automation or to shift workers to lower-wage 

regions of the U.S., or even _________________. 

4. In 1973, in response to western support of ___________________, middle-eastern Arab states suspended oil exports to the ______________, which led 

to the price of oil quadrupling.  

5. This resulted in long lines for _______, dramatically higher oil prices and Americans deciding to purchase smaller, more fuel -efficient cars, which is to say 

Japanese cars. Also, prices of everything else went ____ because oil is either used for the production of or transportation of just about 

____________________. 

6. One of Ford's first acts was to pardon _________, making him immune from prosecution for obstruction of justice. That very unpopular decision probably 

made it impossible for Ford to win in ______ election. 

7. Coincidentally, _________was the only memorable domestic program that Ford proposed. It stood for "Whip _________________ Now" and it was 

basically a plea for Americans to be better shoppers, spend less and wear "WIN" buttons.  

8. Aiming to make human rights a cornerstone of America's foreign policy, Jimmy ________________tried to turn away from the Cold War framework and 

focus instead on combating third world poverty and reducing the spread of nuclear weapons.  

9. When that relationship broke down and we had both high______________________ and high ____________________________ , it undermined the 

entire idea of government intervention. 



Conservative Revolution 

 ____________________- opposed ____________, Equal Rights Amendment, busing, wanted return of school prayer 

• Criticized _____________________________, said it was reverse discrimination that favored one race or gender 

•  _______________________________ - alliance of business leaders, middle-class voters, disaffected Democrats, 

and fundamentalist Christians 

 _____________________ 

Organization of Christians who interpreted the Bible literally and believed in absolute right and wrong 

• Led by _________________________ 

•  Raised money to support candidates  

•  Wanted to bring back “___________________________” 

•  Lower __________________ rates, out-of-wedlock children, encourage individual responsibility, and patriotism 

 1980 Election 

•  _________________________ defeated Jimmy Carter 

•  Former actor and governor of ______________________ 

•  “____________________________________” 

•  “A recession is when your neighbor loses his job. A depression is when you lose yours. And recovery is when 

Jimmy Carter loses his.” 

•  Carried 44 states and won 489 electoral votes 

•  __________ government, ________________ taxes, and traditional values 

 “______________________________” 

• Government budget cuts to ________________ programs- food stamps, welfare, Medicaid, school lunches 

•  Tax cuts- _____________________________ - If people paid less taxes, they would spend more on other things 

 Defense Spending 

• Militant anticommunist (“Evil Empire”) 

• _______________________________________ (SDI)- proposed space-based missile defense system that would 

use lasers and other technologies to shoot down Soviet missiles before reaching targets 

•  Nicknamed “___________________________” by critics 

•  Raised defense spending from $267 billion to $393 billion from 1980-1988.     

 Supreme Court Shifts 

•  Reagan appointed 3 conservative justices to Supreme Court 

•  _________________________________- first female justice 

•  William Rehnquist became chief justice 

•  Ended ____________________ control of court since FDR 

•  Reversed some decisions related to abortion, civil rights and affirmative action 

  

 



Economy Under Reagan 

 _________________________- cutting back federal regulation of industry 

• Deregulated airline industry 

•  Removed price controls on oil 

•  Led to more competition  

•  Cut budget of EPA and eased restrictions on coal mining and timber cutting 

 ____________________ Strike 

• _______________________________________________- went on strike August 1981 

•  12,000 members 

•  Higher pay, better hours, better equipment, improved working conditions 

•  Reagan: ““I must tell those who failed to report for duty this morning they are in violation of the law, and if they don’t 

report for work within 48 hours, they have forfeited their jobs and will be terminated.” 

•  Sec. of Transportation fired workers 2 days after strike began 

 1984 Election 

 Supporters of Reagan 

•  ___________________________- wanted less regulation of economy 

•  ___________________________- wanted federal government to have less power 

•  _______________________- fewer restrictions on mining and grazing 

•  ______________________- thought the Democratic Party had drifted too far left (liberal) 

•  Reagan and VP George Bush won every state but Minnesota and DC.  

 _______________________ Affair (1986) 

•  Reagan was a strong anti-communist 

•  Nicaraguan dictator Somoza was overthrown in revolution by left-wing group Sandinistas 

•  US was covertly supplying aid to militia groups (“___________________”) fighting to overthrow Sandinista 

government 

•  US was also secretly selling missiles to ___________ (at war with Iraq) and transferring the proceeds to the 

Contras.   

•  Sales continued after Congress had passed a law banning the sales.   

•  Tarnished Reagan’s public image 

 Invasion of Grenada 

•  Island in the ___________________ 

•  Setup a leftist government in 1979. 

•  Protestors clashed with government in 1983 

•  Reagan ordered ________________ troops to island  

•  Government collapsed and setup government friendly to U.S. 

•  Reagan called it first “rollback” of Communist influence since beginning of Cold War 

 



Reagan Revolution #43 

1. The Reagan Era began, unsurprisingly, with his election to the presidency in _________________. 

2. Reagan emphasized his belief in ____________ rights, condemned welfare cheats, condemned bussing 

and_____________________ action, and won the support of religious conservatives, including the newly formed Moral 

Majority, by standing for family values, even though in fact he was the first U.S. president to have been divorced. 

3. And a big part of Ronald Reagan's version of freedom was economic freedom, which he laid out in his 

___________________________ Bill of Rights. It would curtail union power, reduce federal regulation of industry and the 

environment, and most of all, lower taxes. 

4. In 1981, Reagan persuaded Congress to lower the top tax rate from 70% to ________%. In 1986, Congress went much 

further with the _____Reform Act, which lowered the top income tax rate to 28%. 

5. So the idea that lower taxes is the best way to spur economic growth is called 

_______________________________________ Economics, or _____________ Down Economics 

6. The Reagan Era did see cuts to some programs, but the really expensive items- Social Security, Medicare, Medicade- 

remained largely intact. And instead of cutting the overall amount of spending, it actually went up considerably because of the 

_____________ Spending Binge, which saw the national debt balloon to 2.7 trillion dollars. 

7. And then we have Ronald Reagan's reputation as the man who ended the Cold War. The thinking here goes that Regan spent 

so much money on Defense that the Soviets __________________themselves trying to compete. 

8. The highlight was his proposed Strategic Defense Initiative, aka ______________________, which included space based 

missiles and lasers for shooting Soviet missiles out of the sky. This was a fantastic idea, although it would have violated the 

1972 Anti-Ballistic______________________ Treaty. 

9. Reagan was able to negotiate the first reduction in _________________ weapons with the new Soviet Premier Mikhail 

Gordachev in 1986. In fact, the two leaders might have tried to get rid of nuclear weapons all together, but Reagan's 

unwillingness to give up his Star Wars Initiative made that impossible. 

10. Middle Eastern policy played a key role in the biggest controversy of Reagan's presidency: The 

______________________________ Scandal. 

11. They hatched a plan to sell arms to the __________________government, still technically our enemies, and then funnel some 

of the profits from those illegal arm sales to the _______________________. 

  



George H.W. Bush and Bill Clinton 

1988 Election 

 Reagan’s Legacy- economy was very good, he restored America’s respect around the world, he rebuilt the Republican party 

as a conservative party, he got southerners and the religious right to become Republicans.  

• _______________________________ was elected because people were happy with Republican leadership. 

  

 George H.W. Bush 

•  Had been Reagan’s _______________________ 

•  Former congressman, CIA director, oil businessman 

•  Promised strong defense, toughness on crime, opposition to abortion 

 Foreign Policy 

•  ____________________________- became leader of Soviet Union in 1985 

•  Wanted to reform Soviet Union 

•  _____________________- allowed open criticism of government and more freedom of press 

•  ________________________- less government control of economy and some private businesses 

•  ___________________________ Treaty- allowed each nation to make inspections of the other’s military 

installations 

 Invasion of Panama “Operation __________________________” 

•  December 1989 

•  Invaded to overthrow Gen. _________________________ 

•  Military dictator who had been indicted in US for __________________ 

•  Protect US citizens, Panama Canal 

•  27,000 troops 

•  Noriega was captured and sentenced to 17 years in prison.     

 End of Soviet Union 

•  December 1991- 14 republics declared independence 

•  Gorbechev ______________________ 

•  Bush and Boris Yeltsin officially declared an end to the Cold War in 1992 

•  Gorbechev had allowed satellite nations to move toward democracy and allow non-Communist political parties 

 Persian Gulf War 

•  ___________________________- leader of Iraq 

•  Iraq invaded __________________ and headed toward Saudi Arabia 

•  Wanted ______________ 

•  Operation __________________________- operation to liberate Kuwait from Iraqi control 

•  Air assault and invasion from Saudi Arabia 

•  Lasted about 6 weeks 

_________________________________________ 

• This act prohibited discrimination against citizens with physical and mental disabilities in ______________, 

______________________, and public accommodations.  

 1992 Election 

•  Bush was popular after Gulf War victory 

•  _____________________ worsened 

•  __________________- Governor of Arkansas 

•  Promised to promote private business and reform welfare system 

•  Clinton won 

 

 

 



______________________________________ (1994) 

•  Document outlining legislation to be enacted by Congress in the first 100 days.  

•  Republicans gained control of the House in 1992 

•  _________________________, Speaker of the House 

•  Middle class tax cuts, balanced budget amendment, term limits, line-item veto.   

  

 Welfare Reform 

•  Congress passed a bill that placed limits on how long people could receive benefits.   

•  More people went back to work because the economy had recovered.    

•  ____________________________________________-   

•   Required that those who receive welfare look for work 

•   Placed limits on how long people could receive welfare 

•  Based on belief that welfare programs discouraged work and trapped people in poverty 

•  Millions of people moved from welfare to work 

 Foreign Policy 

•  Cold War was over 

•  US intervened in regional conflicts (_____________________) 

•  1992-1996- ________________- humanitarian airlift to help refugees 

•  1993- ________________ (Black Hawk Down)  

•  1994- ________________- restore democratically elected president 

•  1999- Serbia 

 

 NAFTA 

•  ___________________________________- added Mexico to trade freely with Canada and US 

•  Opponents- US would lose jobs to Mexico where wages and pollution standards were lower  

•  Supporters- would strengthen the economy of all three countries and create more American jobs 

•  _________________________-  the easing of trade barriers around the world to make it easier for the US to buy 

and sell products to other countries.  

 Impeachment of Bill Clinton 

•  Clinton was being investigated for financial deals made before he was President 

•  He was also being sued for sexual harassment by Paula Jones 

•  A former White House intern, ______________________, alleged an affair with Clinton. He denied it under oath. 

•  HOR approved two articles of impeachment for _____________ and ____________________________.  

•  Clinton was _______________________ by the Senate (45-55, 50-50).  

•  Some believe Clinton was impeached for political, not constitutional reasons.   

CRASH COURSE 

George HW Bush and END of Cold War #44 

1. Bush flew ______ missions in the Pacific during World War II and received the Distinguished Flying Cross for completing a mission in a 

burning plane before ditching into the sea 

2. The end of the Cold War was really a failure on the part of the ___________________ rather than the result of successful American 

policies. 

3. One positive result of the end of the Cold War was reduction in __________________ weapons: under Bush the US and USSR negotiated 

and implemented the START ___ and START ___ treaties which limited the number of warheads each country could possess to between 

3000 and 3500. 



4. And then there was the foreign-policy crisis that Bush handled decisively: Saddam Hussein's invasion of ________________________ in 

August 1990. Bush brought the issue to the UN and ushered through a Security Council resolution that set a deadline for Saddam to leave 

Kuwait. 

5. When ground troops led by Gen. Norman Schwarzkopf finally moved in they were able to defeat the Iraqi army in less than __________ 

hours 

6. So the Gulf War lifted President Bush's approval rating to an unheard-of of ________%. 

7. For better and for worse America didn't really change that much as a result of the end of the Cold War. We're creeping up now on the 

growth of the __________________ which will change the way that Americans and everyone else imagines history and everything else 

forever. 

The Clinton Years #45 

1. Oslo Accords, when Israel recognized the legitimacy of the __________________ Liberation Organization. However, that eventually 

resulted in the PLO becoming progressively less powerful and as you may have noticed, it didn’t ultimately achieve peace in the Middle 

East. 

2. Rwandan genocide, which the Clinton administration did absolutely nothing to prevent, and where __________________________ people 

died in less than a month. The Rwandan genocide is probably the international community's greatest ___________________________n 

the 2nd half of the 20th century 

3. Terrorism also became a bigger issue during Clinton’s presidency. The World________________ Center was bombed for the 1st time, the 

U.S.S. _________was attacked, but the most destructive terrorist act during Clinton’s presidency was of course committed by Americans - 

Timothy McVeigh and Terry Nichols who blew up the Murrah Federal building in ______________________________ City. 

4. Clinton did actually shrink parts of the government with policies like the Telecommunications Act of 1996, which deregulated 

_____________________________________ 

5. In fact, by the time Clinton left office unemployment was below ____% which hadn’t happened since the 1960s. That meant there should 

have been inflation, but somehow there wasn’t, possibly because of increased global competition that kept wages down, and also energy 

prices that were remarkably low as worldwide _______production increased. 

6. Who wrote this episodes Mystery Document? _________________________________ 

7. As had always been the case, most immigrants were attracted by labor opportunities, but now more were highly educated. In fact, 

_______% had college educations. 

8. So the 90s were a really pivotal decade to the world we live in right now, a globalized, multicultural, Instagram-filtered world. But as we 

became more globally connected political divisions grew within the United States. And this became especially problematic because with 

the growth of the _______________ it was easier than ever to only hear voices that you already know you agree with. 

 

 

  

  

  



GEORGE W. BUSH 

• 2000 Election 

• ____________________________- Republican candidate 

• Governor of Texas 

• ____________________________- Democratic candidate 

• Clinton’s VP 

• Election was close. Democrats wanted manual recounts in Florida. Republicans sued to stop recounts. Supreme 

Court agreed. Bush won.  Wasn’t decided until December 12th.    

• 9/11 

• September 11, 2001- Terrorist attacks in ______________  and ________________________.   

• ___________________________- an antiterrorism law that gave the federal government more authority in tracking 

and intercepting communications 

• _______________________________- cabinet department that coordinates national efforts to combat terrorism 

• War on Terror 

• October 2001- US led a coalition of forces in Afghanistan 

• Harboring ______________________________ (Al Qaeda) 

• Responsible for 9/11 

• War in Iraq- (Operation Iraqi Freedom) US believed that Iraq was supporting terrorists and might provide them with 

_______________, ___________ or ________________ weapons 

• _______________________ was overthrown. NO WMDs were found.    

• Domestic Agenda 

• _______________________________________- called for more accountability for schools, mandatory testing, and 

school choice for parents 

• 2003 Tax Cut- to help economy and create jobs 

• Opponents- said it would only benefit the rich 

• Hurricane _____________________ 

• Hit US in ___________________ 

• More than ____________________ killed 

• Costliest natural disaster in US history 

• By August 30, New Orleans was 80% below water 

• _________________________ mobilized to distribute food and water 

• Storm caused more that $______________________ in damage 

• N.O. population dropped by 29%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



CRASH COURSE #46 

Terrorism, War, and Bush 

1. The controversy starts with the ___________ election. Democratic presidential candidate Al 'I invented the internet' Gore was 

sitting vice president and he asked Bill Clinton not to campaign much because a lot of voters kind of hated Bill Clinton.  

2. Bush also attempted education reform with the No Child ______________________________ Act, which mandated that 

states implement rigorous standards and ___________________ regimes to prove that those standards were being met. 

3. In the 9/11 attacks Almost _________________ people died including almost 400 policemen and firefighters. As Americans 

rushed to help in the search for survivors and to rebuild a devastated city, a shared sense of trauma and a desire to show 

resolve really did bring the___________________ together. 

4. So on October 7th the United States launched its first strikes against Afghanistan, which at the time was ruled by a group of 

Islamic fundamentalists called the Taliban who were protecting Osama Bin _______________________ , al Qaeda's leader. 

5. The ultimate goal of _________________Doctrine was to make the world safe for freedom and also to spread it and freedom 

was defined as consisting of political democracy, free expression, religious toleration, free trade and free 

__________________________. 

6. The ______________________ Act gave the government unprecedented law enforcement powers to combat domestic 

terrorism, including the ability to wiretap and spy on ____________________________. 

7. Then in August 2005 Hurricane ______________________slammed into the Gulf Coast near New Orleans, submerging much 

of the city, killing nearly _______________ people, and leaving thousands stranded without basic services. 

8. And then in 2007 the country fell back into recession as a massive housing bubble began to deflate, followed by the near 

collapse of the American ________________________ system in 2008. 

9. Under the leadership of George W. Bush, the United States began a global fight against ____________________ and for 

freedom. But as always what we mean by those words is evolving and there is no question that in trying to ensure a certain 

kind of freedom we have undermined other kinds of freedom. 
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